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Ditto Swords - Running TrailerAvailable on PlayStation 4 and PC: Swords Ditto is a compact action RPG that creates a unique adventure for every new hero of the legend in the relentless fight against the evil of Mormo. Explore a delightful but dangerous world, brave formidable dungeons,
and improve your hero in a charming village, during your quest... 2018-04-23T13:08:02.000 For fans of top-down RPG action such as The Legend of zelda, Ditto Swords should be straight up the alley (or dungeon). As a diminutive hero/heroine, you will wield powerful weapons and brave
the dangers of a beautifully animated world. You can also bring a buddy together as you bring the fight against the evil Lord Mormo. Exploring dungeons, discovering new villages, and nabbing prey makes up most of the fun tasks that includes your adventure. Ditto Swords presents all kinds
of action RPG challenges that you will need to defeat. This useful guide will be just what you need to help you defeat Mormo forever. Here are 10 top tips, tricks and cheats that you should know for Swords Ditto.1. Sword is the real hero of Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - the titular sword
Ditto, owned by a hero of each era, is the real star of the show in the Swords of Ditto. Players mow the experience for the sword, leveling it during each run, and even after their hero drops the sword continues the next hero, offering perseverance over story.2. Countdown to Mormo
Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Ditto's citizens are not super patient, nor evil Mormo, so the heroes initially have a time limit to lift the curse before being forced to face the terrible witch. However, heroes can collect celestial tokens from chests and quests to help ease the pressure of time,
so watch out for them on your adventures.3 Embrace your joint friends Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Swords Ditto has a charming local mode of collaboration and players of all skill levels can play together. If one player falls on the hordes of Mormo's relentless menacing beasts, their
gullible ally can trot on more than revive them with a lovely hug!4. Stop and smell the roses of Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Countdown to the fight with Mormo stops whenever you are in a dungeon or city, so take advantage of some downtime to explore every inch of dungeon, cave and
city to score prey and level the sword. Explore for more Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Don't just go straight to the main dungeons. Explore caves, pits, wells and everything else you find around. You will be powering the sword and finding new toys and gadgets to help you along the
way!6. Useful but hidden characters Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Ditto Island hides a charming cast of characters among its landscape. Look for them to use their and talents to further your search and improve your chances of success.7. Stickers for Heroes heroes Onebitbeyond,
Devolver Digital is a great way to improve your skills and abilities with special tricks and abilities. Some of the islanders are also fascinated by sticker collectors. Get to know them and see if they will be up to swap something from their collection with you!8. Stickers for Cash Onebitbeyond,
Devolver Digital - More intrepid explorers will find themselves with more stickers than places to put them, so trade in excess for cash to buy useful items or upgrade your toys. It's a great way to hide on health items or potentially reunite with your favorite weapon from your latest launch while
browsing the toy store. The train to Dojo Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital and Dojo is a great chance to test your stamina by clearing its maze of monster-infested rooms, especially if you manage to fight your way to a camera very deep. While it's hard to clean, this facility is a great way to
get more prey and become more powerful in a short amount of time. Bombs in the pocket of Onebitbeyond, Devolver Digital - Nothing marks a good adventure quite like some pioneers. It always pays to stock up on bombs, particularly as some smart explosions will help you find different
things around Ditto that can only be accessed through a good ol' explosion. See also Welcome to SteamAH! We would like to use cookies to help analyze, improve and personalize our service for you. Using cookies, we can provide better contextual advertising (which pays to run this
website) and share anonymous statistics with our partners and potential customers. You can find out more in our Privacy Policy and set up the settings below. CookieACCEPTPrivacy and Cookies Policy Welcome settings guideoui.com visitors. Swords Ditto: Curse of Mormo game guide
focuses on all trophies guide and step-by-step guide to how to get everything. When writing this instruction, we pick up a lot of pieces of information from multiple sites for you. We hope this guide will help you. Visit the tomb of the failed Sword DittoSmaully straight forward. Just above his
head to the grave of the previous Sword.If the previous sword failed, their grave is in the cemetery. If successful, their grave is in the city. Equipped stickers are purchased through enemy drops, shops/npcs, or trade. If you get the code, then go to the Face Shack sticker in town, talk to
Leake, and scan it (for free). Find toy legends Toy Dungeons are the ones with the sword blade sticking out of the ground. Complete the dungeon toy by defeating the boss inside, and the chest will spawn. Inside this chest is a toy needed to progress in other areas of your current passing.
Open The Head's box on more than the beach, always at the bottom of the world. You can find the boxes Shore. There are up to 2 beach areas and they can be separated or combined together. One of them will have a lighthouse. Inside you will find Arfur, which will open boxes for you. The
cringe contain random items. Meet SerendipityAintine One Find the shrine (whale icon), you need to offer 8 celestial fragments (yellow crystals) to activate. The fastest way to get celestial fragments is by killing enemies. As soon as the shrine is activated, Serendipity will appear. Activated
shrines remain activated through passage. Destroy one of Mormo's anchors in the trial dungeons (marked as a torch on the map) as soon as you kill the boss, the anchor (purple crystal) will appear. It's just an object and doesn't cause any damage. Destroy the anchor by attacking it. Keep
in mind that if you destroy the anchor you won't be able to get an iron sword reaching until your next passage. Swap a sticker with someone on Ditto If the npc (only applied to people) has an exclamation point ! Over your head, then you can trade stickers with them.- Once the sticker is
traded, you can't get it back out of the npc- You can only trade with this npc once for passing, but there are more npcs you can trade with-npcs will give you a sticker in the same category and the same rarity as the one you give them. Defeat Mormo for the first time Once you reach Mormo
level, time runs out, or you miss right on the last day (sleep in bed), you will be able to fight Mormo. The destruction of Mormo anchors (giant purple crystals in trial dungeons) will weaken Mormo. Bring plenty of food for healing as the dungeon takes some time to complete. Complete the
Dojo Inside the dojo, there will be a hole you can fall down to the end. Defeat all enemies, and keep dropping until you get the achievement. Dojo entranceIf the entrance of the dojo is blocked, read the general information at the top of this guide to destroy all the anchors of Mormo in the
history There are only 2 anchors (giant purple crystal) in the passage. Destroy them both. Equip limited edition stickers Limited edition stickers are the rarest /best quality. They have a yellow/gold line around them in your sticker menu. Limited edition stickers can be obtained by obtaining a
sticker code, and scanning it on a Face Shack-trade sticker from Ock-buying from Lick on a Lick Shack-purchase sticker from Flopp inside the church on graveyardNote that you can swap unwanted stickers with other npcs (see Swapsies Achievement)Reverse time on The Day Head on
more than any 1 of 3 shrines (whale icon on the map) Is bought with celestial fragments (yellow crystals). If none of the shrines has the option of Time, then you will have to wait for the next passage. Complete the OfferGol to the altarIf it is night time, the altar will begin to glow. Start the
ritual by offering any item. Defeat all enemies until the chest appears. Toys and other weapons (inflatable bait, red mine, etc.) give 3 chests at the end of the offering. If you beat Mormo, see Destiny's Unlocked Achievement Get a Limited Edition Sticker from OckY can find Ock inside Ock's
Cave. will have an entrance that looks like an octopus (Ock). Trade stickers with Ock to get one sticker. The sticker you receive depends on the rarity and the amount. There are 3 type of stickersCommon stickers have no color around them, trade 3 to 1 rareRare stickers have a blue line
around them, trade 3 to 1 LELimited Edition stickers have a yellow line around them, trade 3 to 1 LE There are also 4 categories (head, body, sword, and hand)If you give 3 of a specific category, if you give 3 of a specific category, You get 1 sticker in the same categoryIf you are not able to
enter, read the general information at the top of this guide Defeat Mormo with all its Anchor ActiveThe as you don't destroy any of the 2 anchors, you can go about it in 2 waysOn your main save: Level up, ignore anchors, stock up on food, and defeat MormoMake's new save, and use your
bed to move on to the last day and defeat MormoYou may just miss the last day on your main save, but you run the risk of losing your progress if you die. Equip 12 limited edition stickers Trade stickers with Ock.3 Commons - 1 Rare3 Rares - 1 Limited Edition4 category (head, body, sword,
hand)3 of the same category - 1 of this category You need 1 limited edition stickers on all 12 slots. You need to align to increase the number of slots you have. Make sure to keep the necessary stickers for the next passage with Serendepity. Otherwise they will be lost. Find all the history
logs of Ditto These magazines/tablets can be found in any breast. If you equip the book sticker, it will increase the likelihood of finding a history pill to break the curse of Ditto, when you defeat Mormo, you will get the badge. Every time you defeat Mormo, you can offer an icon on Altar.Once
you complete the 5th icon sentence, and the 5th light appears, you have to defeat Mormo again. After that, you will be directed to the real final boss. Defeat it and you will get the achievement. Note: Winning Over True Final Boss doesn't erase your progress, it's just the other end. Upgrade
the bomb capacity to the maximumConsax with Peng in Peng Cave. Pengou will ask you to find his penguin buddies. They are pretty fast runners and you have to get super close to catch them. Avoid any paths on the map, as Mormo can cause a mucous purple wall that causes the player
to stop moving while the penguin can leave. If you have a nemesis in your passage, wait for its caviar in the area as it can also tinker with chasing/catching a penguin. An easy way to catch penguins further down. If you can't log in, read the general information at the top of this Guide Max
Capacity 50. Penguins just show up outside. You can either run around the map and drive yourself crazy in any small area on the map. Keep in and out of the same area until the penguin appears. Examples of good areas to go out/enter and force the penguin caviar (Ins/ Find all the toy
legendsY must have the following toys in your inventory:Golf ClubYo-YoVinyl RecordDroneConkerBowling BallThe BallThe RingBowHenshin Super SuitGet #10 last. Ordering or how you get the first 9 toys doesn't matter. The easiest way to get any toy is to offer a toy/weapon on offer to the
altar, and complete the ritual. Make sure you have finished both dungeon toy before trying it. You can offer toys or weapons items like inflatable baits, mines, etc. to spawn 3 chests. Each of the 3 chests can contain one of the necessary toys. Once you get the super suit, keep offering until
you get any other no-need toy required. If you already had a super suit, then remove it from your inventory by offering it. Now keep offering until you get a super suit. Now continue until you get another non-clear toy. This is the ending of Ditto Swords: The Curse of Mormo All Trophies Guide
and Guide to Step-By. I hope this helps you. If something is wrong or you have suggestions, please let us know and comment on. Have fun. Related: Messages: swords of ditto trophy guide. swords of ditto trial dungeon guide. swords of ditto beginner's guide. swords of ditto toy dungeon
guide
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